
The Research & Development Department takes the initiative to conduct 
in-depth industry and market researches to explore new business 
opportunities around the world for the Group.

The department is responsible for building and promoting the Group’s 
brand in major world markets by establishing contact with international 

buyers, manufacturers and trade associations and recruiting buyers for the Group’s exhibitions. The department also provides an on-site multilingual 
interpretation service for exhibitors and buyers at the Group’s "Mega Show" series.

Our committed sales team has played a vital role in helping the Group’s exhibitions achieve exponential growth and 
success over the years.

Serving under our local and regional sales teams, our 37 sales professionals are responsible for selling exhibition space 
of the shows in the Group’s ever-expanding exhibitions portfolio. These shows include the Group’s flagship Hong Kong 
"Mega Show" series, Asia Expo, ASIA EXPO – Shanghai, Asia Expo - Poland and Kenfair Asian expo.

The Group established Kenfair Capital (Beijing) Exhibition 
Management Co., Ltd. in Beijing as one of its focal points 
in China to expand its market reach in this emerging 
economic power.

The 12 staff in Beijing perform a wide range of activities to prepare for the Group’s business development in China, like conducting market researches and 
feasibility studies on launching new fairs in Beijing, collecting up-to-date market information and building a databank of important industry contacts.

Kenfair International (Shanghai) Limited is set up to enhance the Group’s presence in 
Shanghai, China’s leading hub of conventions and trade exhibitions.

Our 11 staff members in Shanghai work hard in promoting Kenfair International’s 
branded trade fairs to potential exhibitors and buyers in China. They also conduct 
market researches, collect marketing intelligence and have been building up the 

databank of Chinese buyers and manufacturers for the Group’s planned trade fair in Shanghai.
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The Group’s third China-based subsidiary, Kenfair International (Sichuan) Exhibitions 
Limited, was officially opened on 19 November 2004 in Chengdu, the head city 
of Sichuan Province in western China.

The Sichuan subsidiary will concentrate its efforts on a planned export commodities 
trade show in Chengdu to help the economic growth of western China. Meanwhile, 

the 10 staff will also work diligently to promote the Group’s other exhibitions to the manufacturers and buyers in Chengdu and other major Chinese provinces 
as well as implement a series of market studies.
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The Group has also set up branch offices in Shenzhen and Dongguan in January 
2005 to further grasp business opportunities in the two bustling manufacturing 
hubs in southern China.

With 8 staff, the Shenzhen office is mainly responsible for recruiting and handling 
enquiries from potential and existing exhibitors of the Group’s trade fair in Shanghai.

Apart from performing exhibitor recruitment sales for the Shanghai fair, the 7 staff members in the Dongguan office also implement a range of marketing 
initiatives and maintain a databank of manufacturers and buyers in the region.

Since obtaining a travel license in 2003, Kenfair Travel Limited (“Kenfair Travel”) has been 
acting as the Group’s one-stop travel services arm, delivering a comprehensive range of 
travel-related services to the Group’s exhibitors and buyers.

Our 4 travel consultants arrange air-ticketing, hotel booking, transportations and special 
package tours for the exhibitors of the Group’s trade fairs held in Hong Kong, China and abroad.


